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I must start by admitting how new I am to the experience and tradition of NECU schools. I grew up in a Lutheran home with a strong Lutheran tradition on both sides of my family. I also grew up in an age of discovery, and my journey through college was just that. I was not of the generation who went to a “school of the church” and the liberal arts seemed impractical to a future engineer. A NECU school was not even on my radar. I attended a state school and graduated with my degree in engineering. Following seminary, I would serve in Bolivia leading a non-profit and later in Omaha as an ELCA Pastor.

All of that is to say that I am very new to the Lutheran higher-education world. My knowledge of NECU was limited to the reports I would read and hear at our synod assembly. I knew of Midland University and had physically been on campus but that was about it. That changed a little over two years ago when I began my work at Midland University in the development office. Then my journey of exploration of Lutheran higher education began as I sought to understand what made this school “Lutheran.” At the same time, I was to begin researching for my D.Min. thesis. I boldly (but mostly naively) selected institutional religious identity as my area of research.

I was exposed to a variety of perspectives of institutional identity in working with alumni, meeting students, and developing relationships with faculty and staff. They all pointed towards some definition of what it meant to them that Midland was a Lutheran school, but these descriptions were as though describing landscape beyond a horizon yet unseen. Within the writings of Intersections and those by Robert Benne, Tom Christenson, and Darrell Jodock, I found a robust conversation about Lutheran theology, pedagogy, and vocation and some important frameworks.

My research sought out to discover something definitive within the perspectives and practices of our Lutheran students, but the data simply didn’t support this. I felt a little like I spent two years to describe what I didn’t find. As I spent time reflecting on my thesis I realized I was looking for distinction among groups while data was hinting at a distinctive group altogether—the “faithful nones”—and the implications of their particular form of religiosity.

Understanding this group forced me to reflect on how we understand faith, religion, and spirituality. I read the recently released Rooted and Open and realized that many of our students are already living into a perspective on religiosity that our institutions seek to embrace.

There are two outcomes of this research that hold important insights for Lutheran education, which I explore in this article. First, I explore here a group I call
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the “faithful nones” and highlight the need for a deeper understanding of faith, religion, and spirituality that moves beyond a binary understanding of identity as religious or secular. Second, I explore how and why students express a desire to grow in their faith through an experience of diversity. Both of these research findings emphasize the importance of the educational approach outlined in Rooted in Open, which is well suited to engage students with a differentiated view of religion, faith, and spirituality.

The Faithful Nones

A significant portion of my research (see Eggen in works cited) was a student survey of a broad student population (N=277). This survey evaluated student demographics along with several practices and perspectives of students. These data were used to explore several areas of student practices and perspectives within the context of a Lutheran school. One of the most significant outcomes of these data is the subsequent exploration of students who self-identified as “nones”—those not affiliated with any particular religious tradition. This led to a deeper appreciation for the nuanced religiosity of the “nones,” which in turn challenges monolithic portrayals of this group as unbelieving or secularists.

“None” as Religious Identity

The first element of my study is the student’s religious identity, where students were invited to select from one of nineteen options, one of which was “none” but also included “agnostic,” “atheist,” “non-denominational,” and “other Christian.” A religious identity of “none” was selected by 14.5 percent (n=42) of students. What was surprising was how some respondents answered this later question: “How strong is your religious identity?” I anticipated that those self-identified as “nones” would select the option for “no religious identity.” However, less than one-half of “nones” selected this option, while 51.9 percent (n=26) of nones rated their religious identity with some level of strength.

The answers of the “faithful nones” suggest that self-identifying as a ‘none’ does not entail the absence of an identity, but rather the presence of a particular and meaningful religious identity correlated with traditional faith practices and beliefs. This emerging understanding led me to view a group of these individuals as a distinctively different group. I refer to them as “faithful nones.” This group embraces faith, spirituality, and religion as differentiated concepts; they have a more defined separation of religion and faith than what is traditionally assumed.

My examination of the “faithful nones” begins with an analysis of how respondents selected and rated their religious identity. There is a unique subset of students who responded to questions about religious identity and faith in a way which seemed to indicate that “none” meant something positive and substantive to them. I have traditionally understood an identity of “none” to be more of a negation of religious identity rather than a positively defined group. The answers of the “faithful nones” suggest that self-identifying as a “none” does not entail the absence of an identity, but rather the presence of a particular and meaningful religious identity correlated with traditional faith practices and beliefs.
faith, and spirituality. I shared the concept of how it appeared from my own study that a number of students considered that being “none” was their religious identity while also expressing some Christian beliefs. This group of students, including some planning to go into ministry, were completely unsurprised by these results. They found it very natural that someone would name their particular religious identity “none” and hold to some traditional Christian beliefs. Being “none” isn’t the absence of a religious identity, it is these students’ identity. The students found no contradiction in identifying as a “none” and holding either deistic or Christian beliefs. This conversation alluded to a differentiated understanding of their belief system and their identity which disambiguated religion and faith.

The Beliefs of Faithful Nones

This conversation with my students led me to a secondary review of the survey data. I wanted to better understand how nones responded to questions about traditionally Christian beliefs, given that the nones held a set of values and practices which, in many ways, are not too dissimilar from the espoused beliefs of many church members. Nearly half of the nones, 48.3 percent \( n=19 \), indicated a practice of prayer, and 14.6 percent \( n=6 \) reportedly prayed daily or weekly. A majority hold a view of the Bible similar to many mainline denominations with 60 percent \( n=25 \) selecting “the Bible is the inspired word of God but not everything should be taken literally, word for word” as their perspective on the Bible. Over one-third, 39 percent \( n=16 \), indicated they believe in God with half of those respondents having some doubts and half indicating they have no doubts about their belief in God. Finally, over one-quarter of nones, 26.8 percent \( n=11 \), said that “Jesus was the Son of God who was raised from the dead” best reflected their beliefs about Christ.

These general views, prayer practices, understandings of the Bible as the inspired word of God, and believing in God and in Jesus are aligned with a mainline protestant belief system. The prevalence of these views grows when the group is narrowed to those who consider “none” as a religious identity—that is, when the group is narrowed to those who both select “none” as their religious identity but who do not select “no religious identity” when asked to rate the strength of that identity. Within this subset \( N=42 \), 76 percent \( n=19 \) believe in life after death, 68 percent \( n=17 \) indicate some level of prayer life, 68 percent \( n=17 \) see the Bible as the inspired word of God, 52 percent \( n=13 \) express a belief in God, and 40 percent \( n=10 \) believe that Jesus is the Son of God. These results suggest an understanding of “nones” who hold some traditionally Christian beliefs, practice an internally focused spiritual life, and yet still have limited engagement in organized religion and worship attendance. Individual faith and religious identity are even more differentiated than what is traditionally understood.

Disambiguating Faith, Religion, and Spirituality

In recent years there has been increasing awareness of the disambiguation of religion and spirituality, yet “faith” seems to many to be synonymous with either. This can be found in discussions of what it means to be “spiritual but not religious.” Those who critique an emphasis on spirituality believe that religious traditions, communities,
an understanding of faith, religion, and spirituality which challenges a traditional paradigm that places an expression of faith subservient to that of religious identity or spirituality. A differentiation between faith, spirituality, and religion as three independent elements calls for a more profound understanding of all three. A differentiated understanding of the three would call for a more concrete definition of “religion” as a communal expression of faith that is based in culture and rituals, of “faith” as a personal set of beliefs in a higher power, and of “spirituality” as personal practices contributing to self-understanding and in support of their belief.

When I proposed these definition to my students, they expressed strong agreement for them and for the idea that these are not codependent. For these students, and as expressed in the survey by the “faithful nones,” religion, faith, and spirituality are independent of one another. They may be intersecting, but certainly they should be seen as three clearly differentiated phenomena.

I am helped here by the work of Peter Berger, in *The Many Altars of Modernity*, Berger explores what it means to live in an age of plurality. Berger begins to explore a multifaceted understanding of what he simply refers to as faith. Berger differentiates two elements of religion, an individual and communal expression, as “faith as based on individual choice rather than on fate or the accident of birth” and “faith as institutionalized in the form of the voluntary association” (Berger 49). He also explores a shift in how individuals engage in the communal expression of religion. Berger reminds us of the functional nature through which most individuals engage in religion. He also reminds us that people tend to pick and choose elements such as “people who claim to believe in the teachings of the Catholic Church also believe in reincarnation.” This is something I have certainly seen in my own experience as a pastor. Congregational members saw no conflict in being a Lutheran and going to a psychic. Congregation members may go to worship at one church, small group at another, and a parenting group at a third. Berger writes about this as a characteristic of living in a pluralistic age: “pluralism means that individuals put together their religious beliefs like a child uses LEGO pieces to construct an idiosyncratic edifice” (Berger 57).

The point in these examples is to remind us that a traditional framework of religion—where “religion” encompasses a set of individual beliefs, a theological framework, communal practices, and collective identity—is no longer the reality through which most individuals view religion. For many today, there is now significant division between an “internalized religion” and “community religious practices.” (What I refer to as “faith” mirrors what Berger alludes to as the individualized religion, and my term “religion” would resemble his community religious practices.) What is clear is that Berger sees disambiguation between individual and communal religion in the age of plurality. For those engaging in religious practices, the outward, communal religion looks not to be something that must be adopted wholesale, but rather like a toolbox from which helpful elements might serve an individual’s expression.

One more component of Berger’s work gets us back to the issue of Lutheran higher education. In his introduction, Berger discusses the historical differentiation between societal functions which have been divided up into church, state, economy, education, and so forth. He reminds the reader of what he considers a basic sociological concept: “If it is to function in society, every institution must have a correlate in consciousness. Therefore if a differentiation has occurred between religious and other institutions in society, this differentiation must also be manifested in the consciousness of individuals” (Berger x). This becomes a foundational point for exploring how individuals begin to live this same type of plurality in their own lives. If, for example, the economy is a different institution than religion, then an individual has both an economic framework but also a religious framework for making decisions. If the principle that a societal institution must have a correlate in consciousness holds true, then the reverse may also be true, namely that a conscious understanding might have an institutional correlate. As we have seen, in the case of the “faithful nones,” the consciousness has made a shift in understanding faith, religion, and spirituality to be independent realities. Have societal institutions matched this differentiation?

**Faithful Nones and Higher Education**

We don’t live in a secular age; we live in an age of plurality and one of those pluralisms is secularism. This is not
an all-or-nothing proposition, but a proposition which is repeatedly played out in the lives of individuals every day through a variety of social institutions. One aspect of the age of plurality is the internalized division between faith, spirituality, and religion; each is a separate decision and influences subsequent decisions in a different way. This is how it is possible for a student to be a faithful none. The institutional expression of religion and rituals has become secularized for them. They are a “none.” Yet their internal belief in a higher power is not secularized; they have a positive, substantive religious identity and express beliefs. Thus, in response to a question they likely see as relating to institution identification, they answer “none,” but this lack of identifying with institutional religion does not preclude the possibility of individual belief.

Perhaps this should not be so surprising for those of us in Lutheran higher education. For many years now the exploration of Lutheran identity in higher education has rejected a bifurcated approach to institutional religious identity. Christenson wrote of the “fallacy of the exclusive disjunction” (Christenson 12), whereby institutions see only possibilities of being a secular institution or a rigid, fundamental institution. Darrell Jodock likewise argues for a “third path” which “takes seriously both its religious heritage and religious and other forms of inclusiveness” (Jodock 24).

These perspectives are fully embodied, and perhaps foundational to, Rooted and Open as well: “Neither sectarian nor secular, NECU colleges and universities take a third path of being rooted in the Lutheran intellectual and educational traditions while being open to others.” This sense of rootedness, along with the Lutheran tradition of humility, allows for a pedagogical approach that invites others to explore religion. In other words, what we might call a Lutheran pedagogy is uniquely situated to teach others how to think religiously by teaching a religion without presumptively teaching it as the religion. Lutheran pedagogy brings with it a certain humility and inherent openness that seems to be the sort of approach readily engaged by a generation of students seeking religion outside of institutional definitions.

On some of our campuses, there seems to be an assumed claim that having a religious identity on campus is a deterrent to enrollment—that being an institution of faith is unattractive to a generation of secularists. That assumption relies on a sectarian understanding of Christianity, and Rooted and Open reminds us that that is not who we are. What my own research suggest is that sectarian understandings are not what students in the age of plurality want either. They don’t want to adopt wholesale a religion, nor to ignore religion, but rather to learn how to think religiously and spiritually. The perspectives of students call for plurality rather than secularism and an ability to teach religious understanding through a religion without teaching it as the religion. Rooted and Open properly positions religion and faith as a meaningful and necessary element of the educational experience without making it the point of that experience. It embraces a non-binary approach to religion and faith which stands well equipped to engage a new generation of students who are also navigating their own way through a pluralistic religious landscape and a rather complex understanding of personal faith.

Conclusions

What is clear is that the framework of Generation Z rejects the binary notion of being secular or religious. The type of educational environment they seek is neither absent of religiosity nor defined by a narrow view of religion. This matches their own personal lives, where binary
understandings of secularism and religion simply do not fit within their frameworks or their experiences. That’s not how they understand religion, spirituality, and faith. They too seek a “third path” which both disambiguates and integrates their personal belief system, religious expression, and personal spirituality.

The fundamental nature of Rooted and Open is one that invites this type of understanding. It does not require rigid belief systems or personal religious expressions, nor does it reject the importance of them. This framework moves beyond space for dialog and demands religious dialog as a part of the learning process itself. It invites others to “build religious literacy” not in a way of building one’s own set of values, but by inviting an introspective understanding of faith and religion that leads to an actualized religious identity. Neither absent religion nor defined by a religion, the pedagogy of Rooted and Open is one which embraces core beliefs without requiring or expecting the institutionalization of these beliefs and the exclusion of others. A Lutheran pedagogy is one in which our faith is only enhanced through the inclusion of others, while the Lutheran heritage is one that continues to invite reflection on the meaning and value of institutionalized religion.
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